RECIPE4LIVING.COM SHARES FREE VALENTINE’S DAY ECOOKBOOK!

CHICAGO, February 6, 2012, Jennifer Jensen, Editor – Recipe4Living has a new, free eCookbook for

Valentine’s Day with the best festive recipes on the web! The book contains recipes from
dinners to desserts and more, with a spotlight on quick, budget-friendly fun!
From now until Valentine’s Day, visit Recipe4Living.com/articles/free_ecookbooks.htm to see a
full list of available eCookbooks. Simply click the link for Valentine’s Day eCookbook and
download it for free! Here is the direct link to the Valentine’s Day eCookbook
(http://www.recipe4living.com/articles/valentine_s_day_ecookbook.htm). You can print it out
or view it on your computer as many times as you like. When you print it out, it looks just like a
regular cookbook, complete with full recipes, pictures, and more helpful guides and
information! Top-rated recipes included in the book include Sweetheart Meringue Tarts with
Strawberries, Oysters with Chardonnay, and Berry-Filled Sangria.
For more inspiration for Valentine’s Day, check out Recipe4Living’s collection of 100+
Valentine’s Day Recipes. There is no shortage of treats to make for the kids’ school valentines,
your work office, or even to give to family and friends! You will bond over making festive treats
that really share the love this holiday.
Recipe4Living sends out a weekday newsletter to more than 1.5 million subscribers with recipe
collections and articles related to seasonal content. Its accompanying blog, Chew on That,
provides access to current news involving food, and contains more content straight from the
editors. Trendy topics such as restaurant reviews, party tips, and how-to guides with pictures
can be found for every season. Visit Recipe4Living.com and ChewOnThatBlog.com to see the
full selection of recipes and informative articles.
Foodie fans can Follow Recipe4Living on Twitter and ‘Like’ Recipe4Living on Facebook.
For more information, please contact Recipe4Living editor Jennifer Jensen at
jenniferj@silvercarrot.com.

About Recipe4Living.com
Recipe4Living is dedicated to fostering an online community interested in cooking, thinking, and living. Through reader
feedback and contribution, we strive to create a meaningful space for people to come together and communicate about
important topics ranging from the best cheesecake recipe to grilling tips to current trends in dieting. Recipe4Living understands
that the best ideas come from a diverse community working together.
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